The voice onset time (VOT) of a stop consonant is the interval between its burst onset and voicing onset. Among a variety of research topics on VOT, one that has been studied for years is how VOTs are efficiently measured. Manual annotation is a feasible way, but it becomes a timeconsuming task when the corpus size is large. This paper proposes an automatic VOT estimation method based on an onset detection algorithm. At first, a forced alignment is applied to identify the locations of stop consonants. Then a random forest based onset detector searches each stop segment for its burst and voicing onsets to estimate a VOT. The proposed onset detection can detect the onsets in an efficient and accurate manner with only a small amount of training data. The evaluation data extracted from the TIMIT corpus were 2344 words with a word-initial stop. The experimental results showed that 83.4% of the estimations deviate less than 10 ms from their manually labeled values, and 96.5% of the estimations deviate by less than 20 ms. Some factors that influence the proposed estimation method, such as place of articulation, voicing of a stop consonant, and quality of succeeding vowel, were also investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The history of the term "voice onset time" can be traced back to the early 1960s. At that time, there was an ongoing debate about which phonetic attribute would allow voiced and voiceless stops to be effectively distinguished. For instance, voicing, aspiration, and articulatory force were some of the attributes being studied regularly. In English, "voicing" can successfully separate /b, d, g/ from /p, t, k/ when stops are at word-medial positions, but this is not always true for word-initial stops. Strictly speaking, wordinitial voiced stops /b, d, g/ are only partially voiced, and sometimes are even voiceless. 1 "Aspiration" is a useful attribute to distinguish /p, t, k/ from /b, d, g/ when they are at word-initial positions, or when they are word-medial stops before a stressed syllable. The drawback of using aspiration is that its presence is obscure and hard to measure. "Articulatory force" uses the terms "fortis" and "lenis" to separate /p, t, k/ from /b, d, g/. However, the articulatory force is not a quantitative, but a qualitative description.
To find a more appropriate phonetic attribute which could provide a better discriminative capability, Lisker and Abramson started to study voice onset time. 1 The voice onset time of a stop consonant is defined as the interval between the onset of a stop release (burst onset) and the onset of periodic pulses (voicing onset) either preceding or following the stop release. Figure 1 illustrates examples of voice onset time in voiced and voiceless stops. In their study on the VOT measurements of word-initial stops from eleven languages, it showed that stops in a language can be classified into several meaningful categories according to the definition of "voice onset continuum." These categories are commonly termed "voicing lead, "short voicing lag," and "long voicing lag." In the category of voicing lead, the voicing occurs before the release of a stop and results in a large negative VOT value. The Lisker's survey indicated that English has no such voicing lead stops. The second category is the short voicing lag, in which the VOT is close to 0 ms or with a small positive value. This means that the voicing onset coincides with, or lags a little behind, the release of a stop. The VOT values measured from English phonemes /b, d, g/ fall into this category. The third category is the long voicing lag, in which VOT values usually beyond 40 ms. Stops in this category bear a certain degree of aspiration. English phonemes /p, t, k/ belong to this category. Lisker and Abramson concluded that measuring voice onset time in a word-initial stop is an effective method of separating voiced stops and their voiceless counterparts. For stops not at a word-initial position, Edward 2 conducted an experiment on word-medial, pre-stressed stops, and the results revealed that among the fourteen parameters which could affect voiced/voiceless classification, voice onset time is the most effective parameter.
Measurements of voice onset time typically rely on manual annotation. Measuring in this manner becomes a tedious and time-consuming task when corpus size is large. An alternative is to measure VOT automatically. The automatic methods may fall into two approaches. The first approach is based on onset detection, which makes use of acoustic features to locate a burst onset and a voicing onset for a stop consonant. The second approach relies on an automatic phone recognizer, which performs a forced alignment to align the speech signal with its associated phonetic transcription. Then the estimates of VOT are derived from the aligned stop segments. However, a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
bancolin@gmail.com the estimates obtained with this approach are not as accurate as those with the first approach. It would be better to have an approach which can deal with a large corpus and have accurate estimates. Therefore, a method which performed the onset detection after a forced alignment was proposed. Das and Hansen 3 proposed an automatic accented English detection method by estimating the voice onset times of phonemes /p, t, k/. In their method a Teager energy operator 4 (TEO) and its extension were used to derive the frequency modulation component (FMC) and the amplitude modulation component (AMC) of a speech signal. Based on the component energy distributed in specific frequencies, the burst and voicing onsets could be located. The same idea was also utilized by Lemyre et al., 5 who employed a TEO on bandpass filtered signals to derive subband energy profiles. Then the energy profiles were compared to appropriate thresholds to determine the locations of voicing onsets. A use of forced alignment can be found in a paper by Kazemzadeh et al., 6 in which a phone recognizer was used to perform forced alignments, and then the voice onset times of English voiceless aspirated stops were estimated from the aligned results. They compared a variety of forced alignment techniques and concluded that, to have a more accurate estimate of voice onset time, it is better to perform a state-level forced alignment rather than a phone-level forced alignment. As for dealing with a large corpus, if phonetic transcriptions are available, the method which combines forced alignment and onset detection is preferred. A recent study made by Stouten and Van hamme followed this idea and focused on the onset detection by spectra reassignment. [7] [8] [9] Spectra reassignment is a technique aiming to alleviate the resolution trade-off problem which may occur in a spectral analysis. It has the ability to sharpen spectral components and hence enhance the localization of speech events. Their experiments confirmed that, with spectra reassignment, the detections of burst and voicing onsets were improved. In a situation where phonetic transcriptions are not available, forced alignment is replaced by phone recognition. Niyogi and Ramesh 10 adopted such a method and suggested three approaches to estimate burst onsets within recognized stop segments: (1) optimized differential energy operator, (2) optimized linear operator, and (3) state dependent energy based detector. The experimental results revealed that the third approach outperformed the previous two approaches. This paper proposes a VOT estimation method, which incorporates the forced alignment and the detection of burst and voicing onsets. The HMM-based phone recognizer performs forced alignment to align speech signal with its associated phonetic transcription so as to roughly locate wordinitial stops in utterances. Then a random forest 11 (RF) based onset detector searches each aligned stop segment for the subtle locations of burst and voicing onsets. An estimated voice onset time is the interval between the estimated onsets. The proposed method has the following features: (1) Both HMM and RF are efficient learning algorithms; thus the combination makes the proposed method suitable for a large-scale VOT estimation. (2) The RF-based detector only needs a small amount of training data to have an accurate onset detection. (3) Acoustic features of the onsets are represented in a spectrotemporal plane. Figure 2 depicts an overview of the proposed method, and the detail of each block will be given in subsequent sections.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the proposed method, including feature representation, HMM-based forced alignment, and RF-based onset detection. Section III emphasizes the onset detection and details the steps in detecting burst and voicing onsets. Section IV demonstrates the experimental results, showing how accurate the estimation of burst onset, voicing onset, and VOT can be with the proposed method. The final section, Sec. V, discusses some observations from the experiments and other studies related to VOT.
II. ACOUSTIC FEATURES AND STATISTICAL LEARNING MACHINES
The first part of this section presents the background of acoustic features used in this paper. Our proposed VOT estimation method utilizes two types of acoustic features. The HMM-based phone recognizer uses Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient 12 (MFCC) and the RF-based onset detector uses two-dimensional cepstral coefficient (TDCC). [13] [14] [15] The second part of the section introduces two statistical learning machines applied to the method. The first one is an HMMbased forced alignment technique, and the second one is a classification technique called a random forest.
A. Acoustic features MFCC incorporates human auditory characteristics into a cepstral analysis. For a power spectrum derived from the short-term Fourier transform of a framed speech, a set of triangular filters imitating critical bands called Mel-frequency filterbanks are placed along the frequency axis. Below 1 kHz the center frequencies of adjacent filters are roughly distanced 100 Hz, and above 1 kHz they increase exponentially. The filter bandwidth is constant below 1 kHz and increasing exponentially above 1 kHz. Each filter accumulates spectrum power around its center frequency, and takes a logarithm of the accumulated power as its output. Such outputs are further decorrelated by a cosine transform, and the coefficients after the transform are MFCCs. Normally, in a speech recognition task MFCCs are used along with their derivative and accelerative coefficients, which are dynamic features depicting how MFCCs change across several frames. Since MFCC has a better representation of formant structure and is more robust to noise interference, it is the most popular acoustic feature used in a speech recognizer.
With regard to acoustic features for the onset detection, they have to take account of the transient and transitional nature of the burst and voicing onsets. For example, a burst onset is a very short speech event, whose all-band energy suddenly increases from a near silent state and then quickly fades away. Similarly, a voicing onset is the time instant that the vocal fold starts to vibrate from a ceasing state. To appropriately represent such an on-and-off nature, it is preferable to use a representation which is capable of featuring a spectrotemporal plane rather than a single frame. [16] [17] [18] In this paper the TDCC is chosen as the representation to meet this demand. To derive TDCCs for a spectrotemporal plane, the first step is to group successive frames of spectral features into patches. Then two Fourier transforms are applied to each patch, one along the frequency axis and the other along the time axis.
In our implementation of the TDCC, the spectral features are log-magnitude LPC-derived spectra. Since logmagnitude spectra are real and even, the Fourier transforms in the TDCC extraction can be replaced by cosine transforms. 19 Therefore, the first cosine transform is applied to each spectral frame so as to perform a cepstral analysis. After that a cepstral mean subtraction is conducted to remove a possible channel distortion. Next, every ten successive frames are aggregated to form a patch. Then the second cosine transform is applied to every frequency bin in a patch, showing how these cepstral coefficients change with time.
As a matter of fact, the two successive cosine transforms have compacted most spectrotemporal characteristics of a patch into a small set of coefficients. Thus for a spectrotemporal patch of size M Â N, there is no need to reserve all the resulted MN TDCCs. Here M denotes the number of discrete frequency bins and N denotes the number of frames. To extract the information which represents the gross variations of the patch, the low-indexed coefficients in an isosceles triangular region are reserved. Figure 3 depicts an example of an M Â N TDCC matrix and the region from which the coefficients are extracted. In the matrix each B m,n (t) denotes the TDCC of a spectrotemporal patch centered at time t, where m and n are the row and column indices, respectively. The side length of the isosceles triangular region L is set to N (L ¼ N ¼ 10). In this way the feature vector for each patch is formed as follows:
The coefficients in the region are extracted in a row major fashion, which extracts the first row [B 0,0 (t) Á Á Á B 0,LÀ1 (t)] first, then the second row [B 1,0 (t) Á Á Á B 1,LÀ2 (t)], and so on. The average frame log-energy of the patch is also appended tox t ð Þ to form the TDCC feature vector x(t).
B. Hidden Markov model based forced alignment
In speech processing, forced alignment is a process which aligns a given speech signal with its accompanying text transcription. The transcription typically consists of a sequence of words or phonetic symbols, but their beginning and ending time instants associated with the signal are unknown. Thus the goal of forced alignment is to determine these time instants. Suppose that a speech signal and its phonetic transcription are, respectively, represented by a sequence of acoustic feature vectors X ¼ {x(1),…, x(T)} and a sequence of phonetic symbols p ¼ {p(1),…, p(K)}. To align X with p by a collection of trained HMMs K, an optimal state sequence q* ¼ {q*(1),…, q*(T)} has to be determined from all possible state sequences Q ¼ {q(1),…, q(T)},
Since p is given, K with these 3K states to find the optimal state sequence q*. By examining how these 3K states change within q*, not only phonemic but also state boundaries can be determined. In this paper two different levels of information were obtained from the alignment results. The first one is a phonelevel alignment, which shows the beginning and the ending boundaries of each phone. The second one is a state-level alignment, which further marks the detailed boundaries within each phone, i.e., the boundary between the first and the second states, and the boundary between the second and the third states. These aligned results can be used to estimate VOT; thus in this paper two VOT estimation methods are based on the results of forced alignment. The first one using a phone-level alignment regards the phone duration of an aligned stop consonant as its VOT, and the second one using a state-level alignment estimates a VOT by measuring the total duration of the second and the third states within an aligned stop consonant. The omission of the first state lies in the fact that the first state of an aligned stop segment typically contains the closure portion of that stop, not the burst release (please refer to Sec. IV F for more details). In the following discussion, the first method is termed HMM-FA-PL (estimation by an HMM phone-level forced alignment), and the second method is termed HMM-FA-SL (estimation by an HMM state-level forced alignment).
C. Random forest
Based on the aligned results by either HMM-FA-PL or HMM-FA-SL, an onset detection is further conducted to find a more accurate VOT estimation. The proposed onset detection is based on the random forest 11 (RF) technique, which is a learning algorithm renowned for its highly efficient and accurate performance in classification. Breiman proposed the prototype of RF by combining the random subspace technique 21 with his previous two inventions: the classification and regression tree 22 (CART) and the bootstrapping and aggregating (bagging). 23 An RF consists of a number of decision trees and has randomness in its intrinsic structure. The randomness of RF can be seen in the training data selection and the node splitting within each decision tree. The purpose of introducing such randomness is to reduce the correlation between decision trees so as to improve classification ability.
To train an RF with B decision trees, the first step is to generate B replicated training sets from a given training set S by the bootstrap method. 24 Suppose that S consists of N training samples, xðnÞ; cðnÞ n ¼ 1 j
D is a D-dimensional feature vector and c(n) 2 C is its corresponding class label in a class repertoire C. The bootstrap method generates B training sets, fS b b¼ 1 j ; …; Bg, and each S b is defined as
where U(1, N) generates a random integer u i uniformly between 1 and N, with replacement. This bootstrap is the first randomness applied to an RF. When S b is obtained, a decision tree T b is constructed with S b . During the tree construction, another randomness appears. To find an optimal split for a heterogeneous node, only d randomly chosen dimensions are taken into account,
where U 0 (1, D) generates a random integer uniformly between 1 and D, without replacement. Typically d ( D and a suggseted number is d % ffiffiffi ffi D p . Noted that in a conventional CART, all D dimensions have to be considered. Then the location of optimal split is determined by comparing all N j jd possible splits, checking which split can reduce the Gini impurity 22 most. This splitting strategy is executed recursively for any heterogeneous node until all leaf nodes achieve their highest purity. In other words, the training samples in each leaf node must belong to the same class, and a further tree pruning is not necessary. In the end, an RF F is formed by aggregating these B decision trees,
g . Contrary to the RF training, using an RF to perform classification is much simpler. Given an input vector x(n) 2 R D with an unknown class label, each T b in F returns a predicted class labelĉ b n ð Þ for x(n). Since the prediction procedure in T b is identical to the one in a conventional CART, x(n) moves from the root node to one of leaf nodes by a set of rules which are determined in the training. When x(n) reaches a leaf node, its predicted class label is that of the leaf node. Similarly, other trees in the RF make such predictions and return predicted class labels. Based on these B predicted class labels, a plurality voting identifies the class with most votes as the final predicted class labelĉ n ð Þ for x(n),
where Mode(Á) denotes the mode of a given set.
III. ONSET DETECTION A. Class repertoire for onset detection
To achieve an effective detection of burst and voicing onsets, it is not necessary for a class repertoire C to include all English phonemes. Instead, defining the members in C in some broad phonetic senses can meet the demand. In this paper the manners of articulation are chosen as the class repertoire, which consists of seven members: "stop," "affricate," "fricative," "nasal," "semivowel," "vowel," and "nonspeech." The training data for the burst onset detection mainly comes from the class stop. To achieve a better burst onset detection result, the class stop is divided into three subtle classes: "voiced-stop burst," "voiceless-stop burst," and "stop-aspiration." The first two subtle classes contain the closure-burst transition portion of a stop consonant, and the last class contains the aspiration portion, which can be seen in aspirated voiceless stops. Thus, the class repertoire C consists of nine members: C ¼ {voiced-stop burst, voicelessstop burst, stop-aspiration, affricate, fricative, nasal, semivowel, vowel, nonspeech}. To detect a burst onset, we check only whether voiced-stop burst or voiceless-stop burst is detected without paying attention to the occurrences of stopaspiration. In relation to a voicing onset detection, the first "vocalic" frame after a detected burst onset is regarded as its associated voicing onset. In the following discussion, when the class vocalic is mentioned, it actually denotes the union of vowel, nasal, and semivowel and the complementary class of vocalic is referred to as nonvocalic, which is the union of the other six classes. Similarly, the class burst is the union of voiced-stop burst and voiceless-stop burst, and its complement, nonburst, is the union of all the other classes.
Although the class repertoire C has been defined, one more issue has to be addressed before constructing an RF: in the training set S the numbers of training samples from the classes in C are highly imbalanced. Generating S b with a conventional bootstrap method will cause a problem: the samples from the minority class are probably not selected at all. A lack of training samples for a certain class will result in a deficient T b . Unfortunately, the most important class to the burst onset detection, "burst," belongs to such a minority class. To alleviate this imbalanced situation, it is suggested to perform an asymmetric bootstrap to balance the training samples in each S b . In the asymmetric bootstrap, the minority class, burst, needs to be sampled first, and then the other classes. It should be noted that, when sampling the training samples from the classes other than burst, the number of samples should be kept almost the same as the one from burst. Such an asymmetric bootstrap is executed several times to ensure that S b contains sufficient representative samples from majority classes. In this manner, the numbers of training samples from different classes in S b will be balanced. In our implementation, five rounds of asymmetric bootstrap were executed to generate each S b .
B. Finding candidates for burst and vocalic segments
In the onset detection phase, the RF-based onset detector F votes for each input vector xðtÞ 2 R D as
where vðtÞ 2 N C is a vote vector for the phonetic classes in C, and vðtÞ k k 1 ¼ F j j. Normally it is more useful to rewrite v(t) in terms of a posterior probability vector 
To highlight the probability for a burst onset, p c ð ¼ voiced-stop burstjxðtÞÞ and p c¼ voiceless-stop burstjxðtÞ ð Þ
where I Á ð Þ is an indicator function
Equation (9) is positive when the most probable phonetic classĉ t ð Þ is burst, and zero otherwise. The larger an g b (t) is, the more confident we are that x(t) possesses burst-like acoustic characteristics. Likewise, Eq. (10) is positive when c t ð Þ is vocalic, and zero otherwise. 
It is apparent that ! b s 
À Á
> 0, its estimated burst onset location t b is determined bŷ
To suppress possible spurious detections, two burst onsets are required to be at least 20 ms apart. When there are multiple burst onsets in a short interval, the burst onset with the largest ! b s b z À Á is retained, and its neighboring burst onsets are eliminated.
D. Estimation of voicing onset location
Although Eq. (14) provides a reasonable estimate of a voicing onset, we found that most voicing onsets estimated by Eq. (14) do not coincide with real voicing onsets. Typically a lag of one or two periodic cycles is observed. The reason for this time lag is that the first one or two periodic cycles are not prominent enough to be detected as vocalic. To compensate for such a time lag, an adjustment procedure is proposed. For an estimated voicing onset att t ; 2 þ 1 autocorrelation functions are calculated for framest t À ;t t þ ½ ,
where s(n, k) is the kth speech frame of length N, and r is the time lag in the calculation of an autocorrelation function. Once {R k (r)} are obtained, the time instant where R 0 k R k ð0Þ À R k ð1Þ ¼ 1 À R k ð1Þ has the most abrupt change is the adjusted voicing onset. The change of R k 0 is defined as a first-order difference of its neighboring frames
Thus the adjusted voicing onset is determined bŷ
where k 2 t t À þ 1; t t þ À 1 ½ : The rationale behind the above adjustment formula is that the signal during the burst release of a stop consonant is close to a noiselike signal. The uncorrelated nature of a noiselike signal makes R k (1) much smaller than R k (0). It is highly possible that frames with a small R k (1) are from the fricative or aspirated portion of a stop consonant. On the contrary, R k (1) of a vocalic frame will be very close to R k (0). Figure 4 illustrates an example of the aforementioned adjustment. Once both burst onset and voicing onset have been determined, an estimated voice onset time is the time interval between the two onsetŝ
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Speech materials
To evaluate the performance of proposed method, testing utterances were extracted from an English spoken corpus, TIMIT database. 25 Utterances in the TIMIT are read speech and aim to cover rich phonetic variability. All utterances were recorded in microphone quality with a 16 kHz sampling rate and quantized in a 16-bit PCM format. The total number of speakers in the corpus is 630, including 438 males and 192 females. The speakers were deliberately chosen from eight different dialect regions (denoted by DR1 -DR8) of the United States to cover dialectal variations as widely as possible. The corpus is also divided into a training set and a testing set; the training set contains 462 speakers (326 males and 136 females) and the testing set contains 168 speakers (112 males and 56 females).
The text material in TIMIT prompts consists of three different types, which are commonly referred to as dialect "shibboleth" (SA), phonetically compact (SX), and phonetically diverse (SI) sentences. Each speaker recorded ten sentences, and the average duration of each utterance is about three seconds. In addition to the speech recordings, their associated time-aligned orthographic, phonetic, and word transcriptions were also included in the corpus.
From the testing set 1348 utterances were selected as the benchmark data, which in total consists of 2344 words with a word-initial stop, and these words are from 536 distinct words. Table I lists the detailed numbers of all possible stop-vowel combinations in the benchmark data. All vowels defined in the TIMIT corpus were included, except the devoiced-schwa /ax-h/( ).
B. VOT estimation
An HMM-based phone recognizer in charge of forced alignment was trained with all 4620 utterances in the TIMIT training set. The recognizer consisted of 48 contextindependent HMMs, and each HMM adopted a left-to-right, three-state topology. 26 The output distribution for each state is a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with a diagonal covariance matrix. MFCC vectors for the recognizer are extracted by a 25 ms Hamming window with a 10 ms frame shift. Each vector is 42 dimensional, consisting of 13 MFCCs and one log-energy, plus their derivative and accelerative coefficients. The model training comprises the following steps. (1) First, set the number of Gaussian components in each state to one, and train each HMM with forward-backward algorithm. (2) Perform five iterations of embedded training to refine the models obtained in step (1) , and then double the number of Gaussian components in each state. Repeat step (2) until the number of Gaussian components reaches 8.
Contrary to the phone recognizer, only 40 utterances were selected to train our RF-based onset detector, F . These utterances were chosen from four randomly selected speakers in dialect region 1 (DR1). 27 In the beginning, all the phones in the phonetic transcription were mapped to their corresponding class labels according to the repertoire C defined in Sec. III A. Then for each training utterance, log-magnitude 24-order LPC-derived spectra were extracted with a 10 ms Hamming window every 2 ms. The LPCderived spectra were obtained by a 512-point Fourier transform, and the spectral components outside the range of [20, 7500 Hz] were discarded. Thus the number of frequency bins, M, in each LPC-derived spectrum was 240. Every 2 ms, ten successive such spectral frames were grouped to form a spectrotemporal patch of size 240 Â 10. The TDCCs mentioned in Sec. II A were extracted from the patch, resulting in a 56-dimensional feature vector (55 TDCCs plus one log-energy). These extracted TDCCs were pooled together to form a training set S. With the asymmetric bootstrap in Sec. III A, thirty replicated training sets fS b b j ¼ 1;…; 30g, were generated, and each of which was used to build a tree classifier. Thus the onset detector F consisted of 30 trees.
The trained HMM-based phone recognizer aligned the selected 1348 utterances with their associated phonetic transcriptions provided in the corpus. The VOT estimation based on the alignment results, HMM-FA-PL and HMM-FA-SL, were derived as mentioned in Sec. II B. Recall that HMM-FA-PL and HMM-FA-SL, respectively, denote the results with phone-level and state-level forced alignments. Based on the boundaries provided by either HMM-FA-PL or HMM-FA-SL, the RF-based onset detector searched for a nonzero ! b s b z À Á in its 10 ms neighborhood. Once at b was specified, the detector searched its following 150 ms for a possible voicing onsett t . A valid voicing onset should satisfy the constraint that its following vocalic portion should at least last for 30 ms. However, the 30 ms constraint might not be met sometimes due to a weak or short vocalic realization. In this situation, the duration constraint was reduced from 30 to 10 ms and the voicing onset detection was conducted again.
Given a pair oft b andt t , an estimated VOT was obtained by Eq. (18) . From now on, the terms HMM-FA-PLþOD and HMM-FA-SLþOD are used to highlight the estimations with this additional onset detection. For the situation that the onset detector failed to detect either one of the onsets, the forced alignment results from HMM-FA-PL or HMM-FA-SL were used instead. It should be pointed out that both HMM-FA-SLþOD and HMM-FA-PLþOD are our proposed methods. However, for the purpose of clarity, the following performance analysis is solely based on the results of HMM-FA-SLþOD, because it provides the best estimation performance.
To evaluate the precision of the proposed VOT estimation method, estimated VOTs were compared with the manual-labeled values provided in the phonetic transcriptions. t b denotes the time instant of a reference burst onset, and t v denotes that of a reference voicing onset. Thus the temporal deviations of burst onset, voicing onset, and VOT are
where s t v À t b . The statistics of the temporal deviations are presented in terms of a cumulative relative frequency distribution, in which the tolerances of 5, 10, 15, and 20 ms are shown.
In addition to the temporal deviation, we were also interested in finding out whether the estimations for certain categories of stops or vowels might differ from others. Thus six stop phonemes were grouped into "voiced" and "voiceless" according to their states of voicing, or grouped into "bilabial," "alveolar," and "velar" by their places of articulation. Similarly, the vowels in Table I were grouped into "high," "mid-high," "mid-low," and "low" according to vowel height, or grouped into "front," "central," and "back" by vowel backness. Such stop and vowel categories are also shown in Table I . To find out a possible heterogeneity of estimation, we rely on a Kruskal-Wallis test (K-W test), 28 which is the nonparametric alternative to a one-way analysis of variance. When a comparison involves repeated measurements, a Friedman test is used instead. Table II indicates that the proposed method is able to detect burst onsets in a fairly high accuracy. More than 60% of the estimations deviate less than 5 ms from their manually labeled time instants, though the estimations for the phoneme /b/ show some inferiority. The numbers increase as the tolerance increases, showing 82.8, 96.5, and 99.1% as the tolerance increases to 10, 15, and 20 ms, respectively. It should be noted that the proposed burst onset detection method only fails to detect 2% of the burst onsets, and in which cases the forced alignment results are used instead. The success of the burst onset detection can be contributed to the fact that burst onset of a word-initial stop is typically more prominent than one in other positions. 30 To sum up, out of the six stop consonants, only the accuracy of the phoneme /b/ is inferior to that of other phonemes (K-W test, p < 0.01), and there are no significant differences among the detections of other phonemes.
D. Accuracy of voicing onset estimation
Similarly, Table III lists the estimation performance of the voicing onset. The table does not show individual results of vowels; instead, the vowels are grouped into categories according to vowel quality. The chosen features of vowel quality to group vowels are vowel height and vowel backness. 31 In addition, the vowels were also grouped by the place of articulation of the preceding stop, aiming to find a possible effect of different contexts. There are four subgroups for vowel height: "high," "mid-high," "mid-low," and "low"; three subgroups for vowel backness: "front," "central," and "back"; and three subgroups for place of articulation: "bilabial," "alveolar," and "velar." The vowel height and backness of vowels are listed in the last two columns of Table I for reference.
The estimation performance of voicing onset seems to be consistent, irrespective of the grouping criteria. To be specific, the p-values for the cases in which the vowels are grouped by vowel height and vowel backness are 0.46 and 0.56, respectively (K-W test). When the vowels are grouped according to the place of articulation of their preceding stop, however, the estimation accuracies among the subgroups are not consistent (K-W test, p ¼ 0.08), because the subgroup "velar" shows a slight inferiority. Although the average performance reported in Table III appears to be quite satisfactory, there is still room to improve the accuracy, especially in the case with a 5 ms tolerance.
So far the estimation accuracies of burst onset and voicing onset are, respectively, presented in Tables II and III. A question may be asked with regard to which onset estimation is more accurate. A K-W test reveals that, on average, the estimation of burst onset is better than that of voicing onset (p < 0.01).
E. Accuracy of voice onset time estimation
Table IV lists the accuracy of the VOT estimation. Similarly, the results were also grouped into several categories to reveal multifaceted viewpoints. On average, with a tolerance larger than 10 ms, the proposed method has provided satisfactory estimations; however, the performance with a 5 ms tolerance, 57.2%, still has room for improvement. For six phonemes, it seems that, with a 5 ms tolerance, the estimation of the phoneme /g/ is slightly inferior to that of other five phonemes. However, the K-W test indicates that no significant differences are found among the results of six phonemes in a 0.05 level. With regard to the performance comparison of "voiced" versus "voiceless," similarly, the estimation of the voiceless stops seems to be inferior to the one of the voiced stops, but the difference is not significant at a 0.05 level (K-W test). The same conclusion can also be made for the place of articulation case, in which the estimation of the velar stops is slightly inferior to the other stops, but the difference is not significant at a 0.05 level (K-W test). To sum up, although the proposed method shows some variations in the estimation, the differences are not significant. In Sec. III D we introduced a voicing onset adjustment procedure, which is able to refine an estimated voicing onset. It is interesting to know what the result would be when the procedure was not used. We tested such a situation and the result showed the accuracies were 13.3, 37.6, 79.2, and 94.5% with the four tolerances, respectively. The reason for such an unacceptable performance lies in the fact that, without the adjustment, most estimated voicing onsets tend to lag the true onsets. We also tested a situation where a smaller frame shift other than 2 ms is used. This experiment aimed to disclose whether a smaller shift could result in a better VOT estimation. The tested frame shifts were 1 and 0.5 ms, and the results of the estimated VOTs, however, did not show any significant improvement at a 0.05 level (Friedman test).
F. Performance comparison with and without onset detection
In this section, four VOT estimation methods which have been mentioned in Sec. IV B are compared with each other. It should be noted that all these methods need an HMM-based phone recognizer to perform a forced alignment, but they differ in the level of alignment and the use of onset detection. Figure 5 illustrates the performance comparison with different tolerances. From the figure the advantage of additional onset detection is evident. The performance difference between HMM-FA-SL and HMM-FA-PL also agrees with the observation by Kazemzadeh et al., 6 who stated that to estimate voice onset time, it is preferred to use a state-level alignment rather than a phone-level alignment.
G. Comparison with previous researches
Among the many studies on voice onset time estimation, we find that two of them are aimed at a large-scale processing and testing on TIMIT corpus. In the following paragraphs, we discuss these methods and compare our method with them. This method combined forced alignment and reassigned spectra to estimate burst and voicing onsets, and evaluated their method on the TIMIT corpus. For comparison, we implemented a burst onset detector employing reassigned spectra as the method proposed by Stouten and Van hamme. In this implementation, the forced alignment on phone-level was applied, but the RF-based detector was used for voicing onset detection as in the method we proposed. In other words, the comparison focuses on the methods of burst onset detection. This implementation is termed HMM-FA-PLþRS. Table V shows the comparison between the HMM-FA-PLþRS method and the HMM-FA-SLþOD method described in Sec. IV B. Our proposed HMM-FA-SLþOD method performs slightly better than the HMM-FA-PLþRS method. Note that the results of the HMM-FA-PLþRS method with the 10 and 20 ms tolerances are superior to the results reported by Stouten and Van hamme (80.6% vs 76.1% and 94.1% vs 91.4%, respectively). The performance difference comes from the fact that they tried to estimate VOTs in more complicated conditions, i.e., stops in all positions and without contextual constraints.
2. The method proposed by Sonderegger and Keshet (Ref. 32) This method combined forced alignment and structural SVM to estimate VOT. It takes full advantage of large margin technique to perform both forced alignment and onset detection. Their evaluation data were also from the TIMIT corpus, but limited to voiceless word-initial stops whose aligned boundaries are in a reasonable range. Comparing the performance between two methods, it shows that our method can obtain a result comparable to that proposed by Sonderegger and Keshet, but our method requires far fewer training data to perform the VOT estimation (4 speakers versus 462 speakers).
V. DISCUSSION
One of the characteristics of the proposed method is the RF-based onset detector. The reason for using RF rather than other learning algorithms is that RF is an efficient and accurate classification method. Our earlier study investigated the detection of burst onset in stop and affricate consonants 33 and the result revealed that the RF-based detector slightly outperforms the SVM-based (support vector machine) detector and that both of them outperform the GMM-based detector. Although RF and SVM are comparable in terms of detection accuracy, RF needs far less time in training and testing. A rough estimate of elapsed time revealed that RF is about ten times faster than SVM. Furthermore, other studies concerning a large-scale comparison of supervised learning algorithms also showed that RF outperforms other algorithms most of time. 34, 35 From the results shown in Sec. IV E, we observed that the VOT estimations of velar stops, although not significantly, are inferior to that of bilabial and alveolar stops. To find the reason, we examined the results in Secs. IV C and IV D and found that the problem came from the voicing onsets of velar stops. As the eighth row in Table III indicates, the voicing onset estimations of velar stops show two opposite behaviors: a relatively better performance with a 5 ms tolerance, but relatively worse performances with other loose tolerances. What we are really concerned with here is why there are so many bad estimations in velar stops. We compared the waveforms with the estimation results and found that some velar stops had voice onset times that were severely underestimated, particularly for the aspirated velar stop /k/. The reason for the underestimation is that a few glottal pulses mix into the aspiration portion, so the method mistakes these glottal pulses for voicing onsets. In such a situation, even the proposed voicing onset adjustment procedure in Sec. III D cannot correct it.
With regard to the voicing onset adjustment procedure, the idea of processing in the time domain was inspired by the work of Francis et al., 36 who compared five methods of estimating voicing onsets and concluded that estimations from a waveform is more consistent than from a spectrogram. In their study the reference VOT measurements were estimated from laryngographic signals, which were recorded along with speech waveforms. When they compared the reference measurements with the estimates from the two waveform-based and three spectrogram-based methods, they found that the estimations from the acoustic waveform constantly agreed with those from the laryngographic signal. The spectrogram-based methods, however, exhibited a certain degree of variability, especially when stop consonants were aspirated. The aspiration portion of a stop consonant may obscure a real voicing onset in a spectrogram, so a spectrogram-based method does not signal the onset at exactly the right time. It should be noted that both the proposed RFbased onset detector and the phone recognizer are spectrogram-based methods, and they indeed have the problem that they tend to signal a voicing onset until the first three formants are prominent in the spectrogram, thus resulting in a delayed estimation of voicing onset. This is the reason why On the other hand, the performances of the methods without an onset detection deteriorate drastically. The reason for the poor performance of HMM-FA-PL is that the beginning of an aligned stop segment usually lies not in burst onset, but in its closure portion. In this way HMM-FA-PL tends to overestimate a voice onset time. To be specific, the boundaries estimated by HMM-FA-PL are on average 16.0 ms ahead of the reference boundaries. This problem can be mildly alleviated by HMM-FA-SL, which omits the first state of an aligned stop segment and regards the beginning of the second state as the time instant of burst onset. This time the estimated boundaries are on average 3.9 ms behind. It strongly indicates that the estimated boundaries are now closer to the burst onsets.
we proposed the adjustment procedure to correct it in the time domain. Finally, we mention some applications of voice onset time. The first example is from a perspective of speech recognition, in which there is one interesting question about whether an inclusion of VOT is able to improve the accuracy of speech recognition. Unfortunately, Stouten and Van hamme 7 reported that the improvement was only marginal. The effect was suppressed by HMM framework and language models. However, inclusion of VOT exhibits its merit in a small-scale recognition task, such as English alphabets. 10 Another example can be found in the pronunciation assessment. Kazemzadeh et al. 6 used VOT to distinguish an English accent from a Spanish accent in children's English pronunciation. It was found that children influenced by Spanish tend to pronounce English stop consonants with a relative shorter VOT. Das et al. 3 and Hansen et al. 37 conducted similar studies to differentiate accented English. Speakers from three different language groups (Indian, Chinese, and English) were selected to pronounce several English voiceless stops. The results confirmed that VOT is a qualified feature for accent classification.
VI. CONCLUSION
To perform a large-scale VOT estimation task, the most preferable method is certainly the one which combines a forced alignment and an onset detection. The proposed method not only follows this idea, but also suggests an efficient approach to build the onset detectors with a small amount of training data. Such efficiency greatly reduces the burden of manual annotation and therefore provides a convenient way to apply estimated VOTs to many applications. In addition, examining the VOT estimation results in terms of various phonetic categories helps us learn more about the exercised method, knowing when it works and when it does not. More in-depth insights into the VOT estimation could be inspired by these heterogeneous results. We can observe the characteristics of VOT in different circumstances, i.e., isolated words, read speech, and spontaneous conversation. This method is also possible to be used to annotate burst and voicing onsets in a large-scale corpus. 
